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TOWARDS A- SYSTEMS MODEL OF NEWSPAPER ORGANIZATIONS

Newspapers as organizations have changed radically since those romantic

early days when editors often functioned as publisher, printer, reporter,

editorial writer and circulation Mtnager, all embodied in a single son,

perhaps aided by an apprentice or two. Modern organization resvrchers would

say they worked in a relatively simple "operating environment," essentially

the territory they could cover physically and the tasks they could perform.

A few weekly newspapers may approach this mode of operation today, but most

rely on some division of labor, and with-good reason -- their '!operating

environment," the set of conditions outside the organization having a direct

impact on its day-to-day functioning, is complex, even in a small town.

In most papers, especially dailies, division of labor ha's led to highly

specialized functions. In all but the smallest daily newspapers, few news

employees really know those in the advertising or Circulation departments,

other than to nod in the elevator or exchange smiles at a company picnic.

They may work in the same building and be involved in the same product; the

newspaper, but on a day-in, day-out basis, they have little contact. In

fact, in many larger dailies, news-editorial employees may work in r'elative

isolation from one another, with special sections, such sports and life-

style in offices away from the main newsroom; not to mention the district

offices or bureaus and the quiet corner usually reserved for editorial writers.

Kr-



This compartmentalization would not be surprising to such organization

researchers asLawrence and Lorschowho found in eiamining different kinds of

organizations that those in dynamic and complex environments -- as most news-

papers certainly are -- can expect greater "differentiation."1 By this, they

mean that identificltion of subtasks within an organization will be related

to how predictableithey are and, the.more they differ in predictability, the

more'individual structures (i.e.., departments or work teams) will be developed

to deal with them. Further, Lawrence and Lorsch say that as result of such

differentiation, different ways of thinking and feeling will arise in the

different structures.

There is a good deal of evidence that organizations with a high degree

of differentiation find it more difficult to achieve cooperation and collabo-

ration among departments -- what Lawrence and Lorsc\call "integration." In

other words, differentiation involves more than people in different departments

not knowing each other; it involves not knowing how to work together when the

need arises and perhaps engaging in rivalrous behavior within the organization.

But Lawrence and Lorsch, in theii study of organizations, found that integration.

is necessary to the effectiveness of all organizations, even though the method

of achieving such collaboration will vary.2

The kinds of problems that newspapers may encounter in trying to achieve

integration have been well documented by Argyris and Kaufman.3 Argyris tried

aver a three-year period to help top news and editorial leaders of a prestigious

44

metropolitan paper develop a more open, less divisive pattern of interpersonal

behavior so that editors and executives could work together more effectively tO

bring about changes in the newspaper. But the project was terminated by the

0

newspaper, and, according to Argyris, there was a continuation of the mistrust

and interdepartmental rivalry he had observed at the outset of the experiment.A

S.



Kaufman, arguing that achieving integration by changing interpersonal

behavior was too difficult, especially in view of the difficulties Argyris

encountertd, looked at how organizational structure affects integration of

newspapers. Specifitally, he'compared a newspaper with a "traditional"

structure, headed Iv publisher; and a newspaper in a group where all papers

had operated for many years with bilateral hierarchies, which meant each paper
5

had two leaders -- an editor and a general manager -- who were co-equals in

determining policy and resolving interdepartmental conflicts. Kaufman found,

contrary to the expect tions of newspaper executives with bilateral structures,

that the more traditio al hierarchy with one chief executive had.a #eater

internal harmony, in o her words, a greater degree of integration.
5

What Argyris and Kaufman did not discuss was why, as newspapers developed

over the years, they tended to become more and more liagmented internally.

This paper will draw on recent work by organization theorists, as well as

communications studies, to address that question and propose a model of the

interrelationships between the newspaper and Its "operating environment" and

among the various subunits of the newspaper organization.

.The Central Goal of Newspapers

The difficulty of integrating newspa ers may stem, .in part, from a need

to identify the central, unifying goal of such institutions and the,criticaf

task of each of their departments: It may help to begin with the task of news-

editral departments (which can be split into separate news and editorial units,

especially in the largest papers, such as the New York Times). The messages

they produce have been a central concern of communications researchers investi-

gating this issue. They.have identified a.number of different functions of

the news media: opinion leadership, entertainment, agenda-setting, gate-keeping,

education or cultural transmission, surveill'ance of the environment and\



correlation of the parts of Society in responding to the environment.6 Each

ofthose functions may be important, but we will argue here that surveillance

and evaluation of what is happening in th nvironment is the critical task..

A newspaper and the efforts of its news-ed orial department(s) will be judged

by how well it gathers and processes news, by which we mean information that

can be gleaned from surveillance of the environment that is relevant to the

audience of a given medium.7

How thorough that surveillance is,lhow clearly and accurately it informs

readers about the dangers, pleasures and possibilJties "out there," and how

carefully it evaluates the potential risks and benefits of various choices

that individuals, organizations and society asia whole can make, all may be

taken into consideration. That is not to argue that newspapers should engage

in thorough surveillance out of altruistic motives. Rather it is posited that

the closer the newspaper comes to fulfilling this critical task, the more

effective it will be in terms of4..Ipacting and,influencing an audience. Max

(Jays points to the success of the Los Angeles Times, which he says "developed

an abtlity to cover trends, as well' as events, and to relate local subjects to

the reg29 l and national scenes," profiting in both financial and prestige

8
terms.

This is not meant to suggest that newspapers should forswear educational

and entertainment functions. It is instead an argument against the assumption

that these functions are primary in determining a newspaper's success. Comics

and crosswords, gossip and horoscopes may help to build and maintain readership,

but they are not enough. Neither are how-to artfcles and historical features.

The essential business of newspapers is pews.

0.

Newspapers as Boundary Spanning Organizations

1 This definition of news from a communications perspective and its
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identOication as the critical task of news-editor' departments permits

examination of newspapers under a relatively new Tif organization theory,

boundary-spanning, a term derived from general systems theory.

Essentially, it refers to exchanges between a system and its environment

-- and it should be kept in mind that an individual human being can be viewed

as a system. Boundary-spanning, as a concept, has been used to evaluate key

activities in such diverse organizations as a wood products company, aerospace

project, electric power pool and research and development organizations.9

Boundary spanners are defined by Leifer and Delbecq as 'persons who operate at

the periphery or boundary of an organization, performing organizationally

relevant tasks, relating the organization with elements outside it," but those

researchers add that boundary-spanning activity can be found among all members

of an organization in varying degrees.

A study by Keller, Szilagyi and Holland of boundary-spanning activity, by

managers, engineers and supervisors in a large manufacturing company is of

special interest here: TWO of the four items making up their scale to measure

boundary-spannit activity dealt with media use. Respondents were asked to

inecate the number,of magazines, journals and newspapers read regularly and

the frequency with which they recommended speific information sources to

colleagues. The other two items in the scale concerned the frequency with

which information/advice was sought from members of other organizations and the

frequency with which members of other organizations sought information from the

respondents.11 Although definitions of boundary-spanning activity, such as the

one by Leifer and Delbecq, do not limit it to communication activity, it can be

and frequently is operationalized largely in information-getting and -giving

teris.12

Research on boundary-spanning implies -- it'apparently has yet to be

explicit'on the sub)ect -- that newspapers, magazines and such specialized media



as professiOnal journals are boundary-sOanning organizations. (It gives less

attention to broadcast media than to print sources and interOrsonal communi:-

cation, but there is no reaSowto excludeAhem from sUch a category.)

Consider how an average household might make use of a daily newspaper as

a boundary-spanning unit. It arrives on the doorstep with the front page

carrying 4.nformat1on from the environment that ideally will be of greatest

relevance to the largest portion of its readers. Inside will be information

divided according to recognized subdivisions of the environment: geographic

areas, such as state, local, natlonal and international, and areas of interest,

such as sports, arts and entertainment, business and economics, food, family

or lifestyle. There will be a great many categories of advertising, too, some

of them scattered througK-the paper, others assigned to specific sections

-

matched to reading mkter in the news columns.

If father is investing in the stock market and mother is a teacher in the

local schools, they may divide the paper into sections most'likely to contain

news about portions of the environment that could affect their lives. Mother

may be interested in local news and father the business section, while junior

scanslEe movie listings in preparation for a Saturday night date. .If grocery

or

shopping is on the schedule, one or nôre may read the food ads for -bartiOns and

coupons and the one with cooking res onsibility may glance at recipe ideas as well.

What that kind of activity by r aders suggests is that they see the whole

paper as a way of kggaing trakk,of hat's happening out there that might have

some meaning to them, not.just What's in the news or editorial columns. In fact,

a 1975 study of a small, rural daily found that readers "view advertising as a

lif

source of local news,"13 and a re-analysis of data collected during 197j4' in a

large metropolitan area showed if the content of a message "contains formation

of perceived interest and/or value to the reader, it apparently is considered

r
'information' rather than 'news or 'advertising,' contrary 0 the traditional

journalistic distinction.H14



It is iMportant to recognize that people with information to convey,

whether they be news sburces or abvertisers, also treat newspapers as 3oundary-

spanning organizations. For them, the paper is a means of reaching an impor-

tant part of their environment, its readership.

Internal and External Boundaries

Leifer and Delbecq see internal boundaries around various departments

and other sub ts as operating much the way external boundaries do, thus

I

internal bound

the peripher

-spanning is another measure of integration.15 They say/

an organization may be relatively open to external influences,

but that one or more of its subsystems may have comparatively impermeable

boundaries. They provide a typology that may be useful in developing a model

of the newspaper system, its subsystems and their relationships to the

greater environment (Table 1).

TABLE 1

LEIFER-DELBECQ TYPOLOGY OF BOUNDARY SPANNING

Information Need

Perceived Environmental Uncertainty

Low High

Anticipated, I
II

regular Initiation: Regulated Initiation: Regulated

Process: Routine Process: Nonroutine

Unanticipated, III IV

irregular Initiation: Nonregulated Initiation: Nonregulated

Process: Routine Process: Ipnroutine

SOURCE: Richard Leifer and Andre Delbecq, "Organizational/Environ-

mental Interchange: A Model of Boundary Spanning Activity," Academy of

Management Review 3 (January 1970: 45.

Consider how such a typology might apply to newspaper departments:

Type I (rscigulated initiation of boundary-spanning and a routine.process

for such activities) might represent the circulation department. It epitomizes

gt

\ __r
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the case in which need for information is regular and anticipated; it is the

mechanism that actually links the newspaper to its readers and pott.nt4a1

readers. It must compete with the delivery system of other media that operate

in a dependable and timely manner -- if the "Today" show can be on the air at

7 a.m. and Dan Rather regularly comes on at 6:30 p.m., the newspaper reader

rightfully will expect his paper on the doorstep or the newsstand in readable

condition at a given time. Only under such conditions can newspaper reading

become a "habit," thereby stabilizing demand for the product. ,Unlike the

broadeast media, print requires most of the reader's attention while its

information is being consumed; one cannot wash dishes or\knit or do other

chores while reading a newspaper. If a paper is not there to fit into time

set aside for such use, its readership will decline and eventually readers may

drop it altogether. *

The circulation department has a continuous need for information about

sales and subscriptions, and, while changes in its operating environment take

place, most follow a recognizable pattern. Its need for routine interaction

, with its task environment is so great that uncertainty (a severe snowstorm,

for example) may involve adjustments in newspaper production: Deadlines for

news and advertising m'ay be.moved up, the presses may run earlier and truck

1
drivers may begin deliveries ahead of schedule in order to,complete them on

time. Yet the circulation deparfment also must "smooth out" irregularitie

in it(Nelivery pattern (decreasing the uncertainty of its task) so tha infor-

,.

mation provided to readers represents the latest and best the news-ed'torial

department can prepare.

Some portions of the advertising department may representlp I and

others mafbe closer to Type II (where more uncertainty is perceived i9 the

environment, the boundary-spanning process will not be routine even though

inttiation of such activities is regulated, i.e., certain sales people are
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9

e4
designated to contact certain kinds of aayertisers). Demand tor advertising

may vary as conditions in the advertisers' environment become more or less

certain. Classified advertising probably is closer to the Type I end of the

spectrum while local display advelliiiApg may be closer to Type II. The client

/

relationship with local advertisers allows the well-functioning departmOnt to-

capitalize on changes in the énvironrent (especially economic changes). It

should be ready to help clients relate to readers in difficult as well as boom'

times, thereby reducing the effects of uncertainty for both the advertisers and

the newspaper.

The news-editorial department(s) may be predominantly Type II. Like the

'advertising department, it faces an anticipated and regular demand !or infor-

mation. In fact, the more uncertain the environment, the greater the demand

for information it provides: Because of this constant need for information,

Tost boundary-synning activity to gather and process it must be regulated,

i.e., directed. However, the greater the perceived environmental uncertainty,

the less\routine the boundary-spanning activity will be. "Creativity" in the

newsroom can be equated with the atility to identify what is happening in a

complex and shifting environment and to process in a way that attracts and

then infprms readers.

However, many newsroom managers have attempted to identify and routinize

.

boundary-spanning activities that seem to fall within the Type I category.

News clerks rather thanjournalists may'take obituaries, weddings and engage-

ments, meeting notices and other kinds of routine information. Frequently,

they use forms to gather such data. But overuse of Type I Tethods can be

dysfunctional -- the death of an elderly poet that goes unnoticed except for

a few lines in an obituary column, the off-beat wedding that would wake a

natural human interest story for a slow.Monday, the meeting.of a new gras§-

roots political or consumer organization.

A411.

11
40.
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There is also a danger that Type I methods will develop in beat reporting,

one of the most prevalent methods for regulating who initiates boundary-spinning

activities and when and where they take place. The repOrter bored with re ding

the police blotter every morning -- or the green reporter afraid of going beyond

what he or she understands the* assignment to be --Mai/ gather, without evaluating,

some unusual event in the environment. The copy desk may process it in the same

routine fashion. A newsroom manager finding such an item "buried"-may_fume

because it would have madb a "bright" item for the front page, but probably
/

not insist that-it be reworked or followed up for later editions.unles's the

newspaper is likely to be "scooped" by some competing media -- the manpower cost

1 being too high for the result that could!be obtained. This reaction was observed

when burglars stole m6 thall a thousand dollars' worefi of wine -- in three

bottles -- from a gourmet restaurant and the news turned up in a newspaper's

police log.

A more serious instbnce of overly routinized beat reporting can be seen

in the initial handling of the Watergate break-in): Not only did the po1 e
4, A

reporter for the Washington Post handle it much as fie would eny other brealc-in.,

but gatekeepers -- wireservices and wire editors across the nation -- were.slow
K

to recognize the story as news. The Washington POst and its reporters may hiye

earned their "Scoop largely because they were able to per ve that "something

!I*4.

happening," environmental uncertainty, in a portion of the ironment others -

treated as routine.

Routine Ways of Dealing with Uncertainty in News Work ise

/

Much of the work of the news and editorial departments seeMs to take place

at a middle level of environmental uncertainty.
Knowledge of the way things

tend to ork helps reduce what those not involved in news gathering and roces-

sing might regard as a highly Uncertain enVironment to manageabfe,propertions.

7

1 2
4



This creates something between Type I and Type II in which routine elements

are involved in the procets, but the process itself is not routine.

,Sociologist Gaye Tuchman,has documented thft, detailing the ways news
,

people leatn to deal routinely with unexpected events. She worked as a

participant obterver at a major daily newspaper (circulation 250,000) and a

p
television station-in,the same city over a two-year period. She observed

that "without routine methods of coping with unexpected events, news organi-
.

,

zations, as rational enterprises, would founder and fail."17

Tuchman found distinctions between hard and soft news frequently were

difficult for people to make in terms of content. In some instances, the

television station she was observing would present as a feature story some

event that its primary competifor, another station, presented as hard news,

and vice versa. So she switched to what social scientists call typifications

-- classifications taking their meaning from the everyday situations in which

they are used, as opposed to categOries that involve definition.according to

content. Using such a typology Tuchman was able to obserVe definite routini-

zation fn news work. Components of her typology useful to this discussion are

shown in Table ?, adapted from Tuchman:

TABLE 2

PRACTICAL ISSUES IN TYPIFYING.NEWS

TY0fication
How Js an

Event)Scheduled?
s Dissemination

Urgent?

Soft news Nonscheduled No,

Hard news . . . Unscheduled
. and

PTescheduled Net
Spot news Unscheduled Yes
Developing news Unscheduled Nes
ContipOng hews Prescheduled Yes

SOURCE: Adapted from Gaye'Tuaman, "Making News by:Doing Routtne'
Work,!' American Journal Of Sociology 29 (July 1973)r: 117:

13
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The,key difference between hard and soft news in this typology is time:

(1,) Whether.rthe news
organilation'deterMines When reporters (and photographers

, and editorial supportl wilT-provide coverage or whether the timing of news work

,is itpoted by the event; and .(2) whether the news orgOnization determines when:

the report will be relayed to its audience 0 whether.tneement:imPoses brgencyl

of dissemination. ;

Tuchman acknowledges that it is possible to have a nonscheduled hard news

story, but notes these tend to involve investigative reporting. She cites

publication of the Pentagon Papers by the New York Times, which waited three

months for its day in print. 'But even such nonscheduled hard news stories

'have a time element, though it may be derived more from the potential of being

"scooped" than from the timeliness of the story itself. Nevertheless, investi-

gative reporting does permit the organization a greater say in timing, both in

scheduling the 4rk and deciding when the story will be offered, than is the

case with reactive coverage.

The news organization is able to react with more certainty to prescheduled

events -- news conferences, legislative action', judicial proceedings, for

example, than it is to unscheduled news. FrequVtlY, neWs organizations inten-

tionally`or unintentionally
influence thfe timing ofprescheduled events. News-

makers quickly learn that a news.conference too late in the afternoon will deny

them film coverage on the 6 p.m. local'television'news; a public'relations

representative s stock-in-trade maY be the timing of news releases and news

conferences to obtain maximum exposure for clients
.18 News orga'nizations also

'can and set priorities for col;erage of prescheduled events that are not

timed for their' benefit.

Spot news involves the unforseen event, and the inability to make a

specific prediction that it Will occur at a given time in a given place affects

the flow of news work. But spot news usually is a term *lied to unexpected



stories that happen within predictallie ranges of possibilities. So newS

organizations develop routines for dealing with fires, murders, plane crashes,

even natural disasters. Certain basic questions have to be answered quickly

in such stories and the experienced reporter knows most of them, as well (7s

the most likely sources of the answers.

Tuchman notes that some events treated as spot news are considered so

important that news organizations create "stable social arrangements" to

anticipate,them
19

. itt3ny major dailies are still staffed round the clock

,

(thOugkthe early morning "graveyard shift" may be a single individual), and

most smaller papers halk some system for rousting reporters and editors out

when an unexpeeted story happens; outside nonmal work hours.

Another stable arrangementthat news organizations use to anticipate

the unexpected is the library, Ometimes called the "morgue." Being able.to

pull out information that shows an event is the worst of its kind in the city's

history or that:the same kind of thing happened in the same location 50 years

ago isliftal to helping the organization explain what's really going on "out

there."

Spot news also may be treated as developing news, a term Tuchman uses to

describe "emergent situations," in which all the_facts_may not be immediately

ascertained, even though the crucial elements of the event have taken place

r'and no similar related events are anticipated.
This frequently is the case in

. a man-vade, disaster, such as a plane crash or an explosion. Death and destruc-
.

tion may stem from a single event, but the exact number of'victims may not be
. f

determined for some time -- not only is there a problem ofifinding survivors

and i4entifying bodies, but there is the question of survival of the critically

injured. The cause of the event may be established only after lengthy investi-

Ygation and blame atsigned through Complex judicial proceedings.



The Roles of Proximity and Impact

Tuchman does not d.scuss news values specifically but.her analysis is

consistent with this wri 's observations that proximity and impact.play key

roles in determining how vents are processed as news. Proximity encompasse

both temporal and spat' ctors urgency of dissemination will be greater

tfie-closer the event is to the audience s relevant environment. Impact is the

perceived or predicted effect on the same audience. The two factors would

seem to have a multiPlicative relationship in determining the news value of an

event, and hence how, it is is processed in keeping with the Tuchman typology.

Neither proximity nor impact alone is .suffiCient to warrant treatment of an
(\

event as developing news; in combination, each increases the other's power.

For example, most American media will treat as a single, isolated but

unexpected event the story of a bus plunging off a steep precipice in the Alps,

killing all its passengers -- unless the victims include individuals of interest

to their audience area. It will be described in a few paragraphs at most. On

Lthe other hind, a school bus crash in whitfi the life of even one child is lost

is apt to be treated as developing news by 'media serving the area in which the

bus crashed or the victim lived. It also is likely to be treated as developing

news if it happens closer to the time the media must convey messages to the

audience -- near deadline for a newspaper, near airtiine-for-braadeast-inediia------- _

(the latter treating much more news as developing because of multiple times

for communiCating with their audience).

Neroximity alone does not make spot news qualidy for treatment as developing

news: A twister that uproots a few trees generally will be treated as spot news,

even in the area it hits (providing it strikes well before deadline or airtime).

It may not even merit mention in a national roundup of the weather. But a

tornado that causes destruction to property and injures individuals may- be

cowed as a developing story by media nearest the affected area, even though

it may only merit a mention by national, media.
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importance Of developing news versus Spot neWs to the newsroom manager

is itt tffect on work flow. Once the initial shock is over, planning can begin

for future coverage. Work schedules may be reshaped and some union contracts

recognize these as 'news emergencies" so no overtime penalty is assessed against
A

management when it does change individual schedules.

Developing news and tontinuing news share characteristics, just as spot

news'and developing news do. Continuing news represents a much more predictable

work flow. It is defined by Tuchman as "a series of stories on the same subject

based upon events occurring over a period of time;
H20 If a single event has a

profound impact on an area, it may bt,treated as both developing and continuing

news for planning purposes.

'Events occurring over a period of time also can represent a process, as in

the actions of governmental units or elections of'political leaders. A news
A

organization will treat as continuing news those processes that havelboth

proximity and impact, and the degree of change represented by a single event in

the process generally will play a major roTOPin determining its news value.

Defeat of an incumbent official in an election probably will be given more

notIce than his or her re-election. A Supreme Court decision overturning a'ttion

by some governmental body generally will be treated as bigger news than confirma-.

tion of governmental'ation.

A process may encompass a trend, "a general or prevailing tendency or

course," according'to Webster's.21 Coverage of trends generally is treated as

soft news if the trend is identified by the news organization, since both the

scheduling of work and dissemination of news can be determined by the newsroom

manager, and is treated as hard news if it is identified by some,other organi-

zation or by individuals. This could be viewed as bringing the discussion full

circle, back to the initial difference between hard and soft news. But one

Tuchman typification remains, and there is still the issue of wneth(- news

17
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qrganizations are overly concerned about individual events. It may, in fact,

be more useful to think of types of news -- spot, developing., continuing and

trends -- as concentric'circles, each sharing a common center (See Figure 1).

Stories Outside the Predictable Range
LI

The types of news discussed so far,Jeal with events happening within

predictable ra744s of probabilities -- the possibility that they will happen

eventually can be,anticipated, although not when or where they will happen.

They stem from the way things usually work: the way crimes-tend to be committed,

aberrations of ether within a certain range, regular transition of leadership

and social change taking place through the democratic process.

The inaccurately predicted event is another matter. Tuchman observed

that-news people react to such events by invoking a special typification: "What

a story!" And she found there are even unusual arrangements and behaviors

routinely associated with toping* with sAich circumstances:

Symbolically, the degree to which this typification is itself routine

is captured in the almost stereotypical manner in which verbal and

non-verbal gestures accompany the pronunciation of "What a story!"

"What" is enphasized. The speaker provides additional emphasis by

speaking more slowly than usual. The speaker adds yet more enphasis

by-nodding his head slowly, while smiling and rubbing his hands

together.

Stereotypically, Hollywood portliays\Xhe relatively rare "What-a-story"

as the routine of the "exciting world of news." The editor himself

rolls up his sleeves and writes headlines; the copy boy gets his "big

break" and is sent to cover a major assignment; someone cries, "Stop

the presss!"

Sociologically, the extent to which unusual arrangements are routinely

made to cope with a "what-a-story" is illustrated bf-the reaction of

newspaper informants to President Johnson's speech olarch 31, 1968.

Learning of Johnson's announcement that he would not r n for re-election,

the newsmen immediately instituted taken-for-granted routines to hAndle

the "what-a-story" and referred to similar situations in the past."

As Tuchman notes, Johnson's speech was prescheduled. In fact, news organi-

zations had an edvance copy of the text -- minus the surprise announcement that

he would not run again. As the' president spoke about the de-escalation of

18
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American bombing, a front page story aboyt it was being set-in type. Editors

could congratulate themselves that the newspaper was in good shape for the

-44-rst edition deadliA, 11 p.m.
4

Andthen it happened: bedlam,. . . An excited assistant city editor

ran, shouting, :into the city room from before the television set of

the newspaper's entertainment critic. His action was perhaPs more

unprecedented than the,president's announcement. The telephone of the

assistant managing editor rang:, The managing editor was calling to

discuss coverage of the speech. ,The assistant managing editor auto-
matically said "Hello, Ted," before he,had even heard the voice on the

othef. end.

It would be impossible to describe the amount of revision accomplished

in a remarkably brief time as telephoned reOrters, volunteering editors,

and mounds of wire service copy poured into the newsroom. But the

comments of editors and reporters are telling. Lifting their heads to

answer telephones, bant ()hers and clarify them, the editors periodically,

announced, lihat a'story! . . . the story.of the century . what,a .

night, what.a nig t .
....h,there's been nothing like it s nca olidge ..:

said, I will no run.'"IP

Tuchman says that at fhis particular newspaper the idea Johnson would

run agAin was such a taken-fdir-granted assumption that editors..had refused to

betvre than $1 with the paper's top:pofitkarreporter, who predi9(ted while

covering the New Hàrnpshire prima'ry that Johnson would not:seek.another term. The

SI - f

'

editors Said it would be like ta-king gandy from a baby; .

Looking at Figure 1, con'sider how similar'"what-a-story" and spot news are.

Essentially, "what-a-§to40 is spot news strippied of all,elements of predicta-

o,
bilitf. It is frequently the unthinkable. Tuchman reports one edttor.in 1968,

trying to decidt the si2e of type to use for.a headline on Robert Kennedy's death,

invoked-a whole string of such stories, exciaiming, "What a year! What 4 year

. The tet offensive, Johnson's speedi, King's death . . . now Ihi s."24 Those

events were all treated as developing news, then continuing nO6s and can,be seen

in retrospect'as turning points in the-course of history, the beginning of trends .

'

of a sort.

20
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.
In many "what-a-story" cases, local news media play a supporting role in

gathering and proicessing news. Much of the work actually:4s wried out by'

anothep "stable social arrangement," Ale wire services. Although a newspaper,

or teievision station assigns reporters to gather wKiiI.one newsman described

to Tuchman as "the usual reaction," the bulk of the urgehtly disseminated copy
,v

comes in over the wires.

But local news media do experience "what-a-st&y" events that place the c

same kind'of stress on their staffs. iFrequently, these may be events that will

be treated by media farther fran the event ormith audisences less affected as

developing or spot news.

The tornado that destroyed half of Xenia, Ohio, in April 1974 was treated

as "what-a-storY" by the local radio statiOn, WGIC. technically, it should have

gone off the air at sundown, but it 'continued to transmit because it was the

only medium by which the city's stunned residents could learn about what had

happened in their environment and abtut efforts to recover from the disaster.

Paul Kintzel, the station's veteran newsman, recalls that a conscious effort
.v

was made to broadcast information that would help people cope with the event,

without increasing its horror. The station broadcasi lists of people who were

safe and where they could be found, where emergency help of various kinds could

be obtained, anything and everything that it could learn to help residents adjust

to Ve dramatic change in their envtronment. Traveling through the area in 1978,

,

it was clear that the tornadoWas conOnuing news Wthe city -- the swath of

destruction could still be discerned, the efforts to rebuild were obvious. One

ofIlthe reasons that such an event qualifies for "what-a-story"treatment is that

even though tornadoes are a distinct possibility during certain seasons in certain

regions of the country, no medium expects such a disaster in its own area.

' Trends and Incidents

Just as "what7a-stOry" tan lead to chenqe that may be covered as cohtinuing
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coverage is highly routinized. Normally, i cidents are reported without comment

and, ih newspapers, may be set in smaller ype than information treated as news.
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news and/or a trend, so can spot news or single incidents. The simplest may

actually be linked: Akseries of fires finally traced to an arson ring will

have similar elements,that help explain how the events relate to one another.

Or it may be a series of "what-a-story" or spot news events, such as plane '

hijackings, which led to anothRr trend (newsworthy for a while) that is now

taken as pars of the normal environment, airport securi

Incidents, like trends, are not discussed by Tuchman, pro ably because

they fall outside the "normal" realm of news rk. By incident, we mean "some-

,

thing that happens," borrowing from the first mea g of the word assigned by

Webster's./6 Incidents may or may not be expected and I% or may not be

reported by news organizations. If they are reported, it generally is on the

basis of a single news value -- pro<ylty for meeting notices, entertainment

liittngs, deaths, births, engagements, weCidings, traffic court citation or

real estate transfers; impact for stock market and commodity prices -- and

Possibly the most difficult trends to cover emerge from incidents, yet that

is the way stories of many of the most significant chapges in recent years

developed -- changes in the institutions of marriaill and family, population

shifts, computerization, dr-ug LAse, new roles for women. Like trends related, to

events that were treated as news -- inflation; energy consumption, pollution and.

clean-up of the physical environment, race relations, corpof.ate mergers -- trends

4

based on incidents must be identified by news people to help explain future events.

It could be argued that news orgarq.zation'i serve their own interests, as well as

those of their audiences, by identifying trehds that reduce the shock of

potential "what-a-story" events.

Although ttends, like "what-a-story" events, reflect a high level of change

and thus high uncertainty about what's.happening
"outthere," they call for quite

22 Aff



different strategies in the newsroom. The identification of trends (like good

investigative reporting) involves symbolic structuring of an uncertain portion

of the environment. It calls for Type II strategies following the Leifer-

Delbecq typology (direction of the gathering of information and non-routine

processes, unorthodox methods that may even involve the unfamiliar tools of

the social scientist). Investigative reporting may involve familiar ,journalistic

methods or unorthodox means, such as undercover work.

How High News Uncertainty Affects the Total Newspaper

"Stop the presses!" may be the stereotypical signal of a "what-a-story"

situation, but like most stereotypes it is not without an element of truth.

r>,

In most well-run newspapers, 'only a "what-a-story" event will affect the day-

to-day operations of other departments of the newspaper significantly. A

"what-a-story" carrif-Nwith it the possibility of an unanticipated increase in

readership,,including potential fori5taining that readership on a more regular

basis and hence/attracting more advertising revenue, but to do such a story

justicemay involve costly changes of routine in the production department and

expenditures on news coverage (and possible costs associated with making space

available) that will upset the budgetary plans of the newspaper's upper echelon

and business department.

A "what-a-story' calls for Type IV strategies (initiation of boundary-

spagining activity'wfil not b'e regulated and the process will not be routirte),

a statement that does not conflict with Tuchman's observation that news people

identify routine elements when faced with such circuthstances. According to

Leifer and Delbecq and other writers on boundary-spanning activity, this repre-

sents a normal attempt to move'toward certainty. News people must restructure

the volatile environment in a way- that makes sense to them so that they can, in

turn; explain it to their audience. It is not uncommon, in this writer's experi-

ence, to hear news people talk about "trying to.get a
handle on" such stories.



INtiation of coveragelmay be.regulated only to the-point Of a reporter

or photographer at.the scene of the event letting the editor know more help

is or is not needed. If a news clerk happened to be:at the scene and alerted

the news desk, he or she might be pressed into chores normally assigned to a

reporter; the same would be true if the publisher was the person closest to

the event. But such makeshift boundary-spanning will be a temporary state;

the "what-a-stPry" event is a call to battle. While many news staffers can

self-direct in the face of spot or developing news and even in the initial

break of a "what-a-story," top editors generally expect to be on hand and

are expected to show up to direct coverage. In highDkturbulent times, such

direction is required:

(a) Because of the expectation of urgent delivery of news about

what.'s happening, not only from regular readers but.Lbecause of

the potential demand from new readers;

(b) Because coordination is necessary to maximize cooperative efforts

and avoid counterproductive co4tition, which can arise fom

duplication of efforts in such circumstances; and

(c) Because the assistance of other elements in the news organization

may have to be enlisted to maximize the ability to adapt to

stresses and possibilities created by the situation.

Integrative Model of a Newspaper

While "what-a-story" events are relatively rare, they illustrate the need

for an integrative model of the newspaper system (See Filltire 2). The demand

for information comes from the readers -- who form the central task enviromnent

of thexirculation department and goes to the two other clepartments engaged

in boundary-spanning activity: news-editorial and advertising.

The demand for audience attention comes from the sources of information in

the environment scanned by news,editorial workers and from advertisers (See

24



Figure. 2. Systems model of a newspaper sho,ling demand for

information as an input
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Figure'.3): It probably is no accident ttiat the Washington Post rather than a',

small magazilne broke the 'key revelations of the Watergate scandal -- sources

knew not only that it was interested but that it could comm4pd the appropriate

4 audience. The same could be said of the Pentagon Papers release. Although

various alternative media served as conduits for some types of ipformation in,

the,late 60s and early 70s,,it nevertheless was the largest and most established

media that proVided the most attractive "ears" to those with a story to tell.

The lure of a larger audience also may ser0e as a motivator for news

people themselves. Except for those who demonstrate a clear Preference for sey7

selected audiences, such as sports and entertainment pages, the recognition

provided,by a front-page byline or a story promoted with in-house advertising

should be a.strong incentive.for good performance. It is an incentive that

can be diminiShed, -however, if such promjnence awarded for'something less

than excellence.

Advertisers also demand the ettention of that same aUdience bui in a

different sense. Leo Bogart has shown that they place great store in the

credibi ity of a newspaper's editorial product, seeing it linked directly to

circu ation figures. Bogart found that if a newspaper's circulation drops

by I percent i city with more lhao 6he newspaper, advertisers desert and

the paper "fold "27 As--tilell states:

For advertising to be effective in.a newspaper, it must be seen and

read by a'sufficient number to make it "cost effective." The largest-

circulation newspOper in a given market generally gets a dispropor-

tionateljf large am6 t of newspaper advertising revenue in that market.

A competitive second p..er, while it may be behind only slightly in

circulation, i5'Often a m. distant second in advertising."'

'The discussion so far-has c ncentrated on the three boundary-spanning

units -- those in which the t nology is information processing between the

organization and its.e ronment. The production department'represents the

ttc hnical core of the newspaper; its en4eonment is the rest of the organiza-

tion and its need for information from outside the newspaper is irregular and

,

26
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Figure 3. Systems model of a newSpaper showing denand for an

audience as an input
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(This makeS it Type ITI in the Leifer-Delbecq typology with

assigned boundary-spanning roles in terms of the external environment and

roJtfiie exchange with the internal environment.)

Decisions for the production department are made in terms of its own

capacity and the needs of the news-editorial, advertising and circulation

departments. Environm tal uncertainty impacts on the production department

only when it reaches critical level for one of the Youndary-spanning units,

Deadlines and Other Work Flow Decisions

Deadlines would seem to be the critical work flow decisions on newspapers.

They denote completion of boundary-spanning cycles, even though potential news

continues to develop in the environment; they differentiate the work of news-

paper production workers from others in the printing trade. But deadlines are

not the only work flow decisions that link t6 activities of production and

boundary-spanning departments: Heavy advertising demand may increase the

number of pages to be printed, thereby increasing the space allotted for news,

4
the time needed for the press run and the effort required for delivery, or it

may decrease the space Svailable for news (which can compound the difficulty of

decisions about what does and does not go into the newspaper, and can make it

more difficult for circulation workers to sell the prodUct). Development,of

a "what-a-story" event may mean'changing pages already prepared.

Production department functions are so central to(the nlewspaper that everY

effort is made to routinize itlferaction between its workers and those in the

information processing units. Typically, there are printed forms (orlicomputer

formats) for workers to use in interdepartmental 4mmunication with the produc-
,

tion unit at the rank-and-file leyel depicted in Figures 2 and 3:

hajor changes in the Production department, such as decisions over whether

press capacity should be increased by adding to the capital plant are reserved

for a higher level of the newspaper organization. As a rule, the publisher or

28
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or general manager will be involved (See Figure 4). Udell explains why this

is so, particularly with thenew technology of newspaper product$on.29 There
4

are financial advantages, in addition to the obvious efficiencies, to be gained

in converting to offset and computerized proceSses. Chieramong these are

potentials:for a reduced payroll and JaX_Writeoffs, decisionthat go t6 the

fiscal-heart-of the newspaper:operation.

Another reason major production decisions are reserved for a higher level

,of the organization is that they involve integration of the highly specialized

departments for news-editorial, advertising and circulation. If a news-editorial

department, for example, believes that readers would be better served by placing

national news on-Page 2 and moving obituary classifieds normally carried there
*

to another location in the newspaper, it cannot simply move those revenue-pro-

ducing notices to another section. On some newspapapers such4a decision will

be referred all the way to th top, to the publisher, who may be the single

integrating force in the organization. Increasingly, however, such decisions .

are being handled in a marketing framework, an attempt to fulfill customer needs

through product planning, pricing, promot

lowest costs, thereby improving profits.30

, distribution and service at the

In thefunctional mOdel shoWn in Figure 4, the'heads of,the boUndary-

spanning units interactin terMs of Marketing strategY. Decisions at that level

(indicated by the dotted ellipse) can be seen as corresponding to Udell's model

of the ne%4spaper market.31 Themtop'management of the news-editor al department

(the cone outlined by dashes) works with counterparts in the circulati
e:k

advertising departments, possibly in consultation with top level management and/or

the newspaper's marketing department or market research expertS.

Pis Udell notes, the application of the Tarketing concept to newspapers has

not met with universal acceptance.
32 'Editors who oppose the concept tend t

protest that the preS should not just give people what they want, ignoring the
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fact that a marketing strategy may be based on identifying people's needs as

much as their desires. But according to the Research Institute of the American

Newspaper Publishers Association, some 355 Readership Committees were operating

in the United States and Canada by 1978 in which "editorial, publishing, adver-

tising, circulatton-and promotion people ?low meet regularly and work together

toward common goa1s."33 Mostly, the Institute bulletin notes, those goals

concern readers and how to serve them better: The way in which newspaper Oepart-

ments interact in marketing terms can be seen in the typology shown in Table 3,

combining aspects of the Tuchman and Leifer-Delbecq frameworks.

TABLE 3

TYPIFYING NEWS FROM A BOUNDARY-SPANNING. PERSPECTIVE

Regularity of
reader attention,
demand

Anticipated:
normal reader
attention,
subscriptions,
newsstand sales

Promotable:
possibility of
increasing reader
attention, news-
stand sales

Unanticipated:
spontaneous
increase in
rgader attenti9n4
newsstand sales

Perceived Environmental Uncertainty

Low
Somewhat

Predictable Predictable High

Incidents Soft news Spot news.

Continuing news

Developing
news

Highly
relevant
soft news

Highly relevant
continuing news

Investiga-'
tive

Trends

What-a-
story:

Highly
relevant
developing
news

31
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The prediction that reader attention and newsstand sales will vary with

relevance and perceived environmental uncertainty is based on the concept of

need for orientation developed by McCombs and Weaver.34 Empirical evidence

1§upporting this two-dimensional concept was gathered during a major study of

the agenda-setting function of the press during the 1972 presidential campaign.

-- The study found that voters with a high need for orientation were much more

likely to be frequent media users than those with a low need.
35

Weaver,

reporting on the study, adds, "Need for orientation also is related to the

dgenda-setting effect of mass media, although less strongly andl'ess systema-

tically than to frequency of media use.
.36

The need for orientation would

seem to relate most strongly to the surveillance function, with personal per-

ceptions of relevance and environmental uncertainty that organizational

researchers have found for boundary-spanning activity.

Anticipated or normal reader attention and demand is related to the kind

of information that encourages the "news habit," the kind of information on

which home delivery routes or regular sales to commuters are based. Changes

in demand should be related to one of two factors: (1) fairly permanent changes

in the newspaper's content and (2) changes in the perceived environment and/or

the relevance of aspects of thai\environment for readers and potential readers,

providing availability of the newspaper is constant. New sections or new areas

of coverage could represent the first of those factors, while changes in housing,

job logation or income level could be related to the second. Such demand may be

predicted on availability of information about incidents (information owing much

of its usefulness to
it's regular presence in the paper, i.e., stock listings,

marriage licenses, television schedules), as well as what is more generally

thought of as news.

Promotable demand is for exceptional and planned editorial effort, 'enter-

prise in current journalistic jargon. It permits the newspaper to call the

3 2
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the attention of readers abd potential readers to stories of special relevance,

How the specific story canip promoted may vary Viith the competitive climate in

which the newspaper operates, as well as the story in question. Pot ial for

4

promotion should be highest on those stories reflecting the highest degree of

perceived environmental uncertainty, which also would seem to be the hardest

kind of story for compeptor's.to match.

There are two p uisites for such an editorial-cPrculation payoff,

however. One is a climate iR the newsroom that facilitates suGh effort and

the other is availability of the newspaper to would-be readers, especially

through single-copy sales. That aspect of the newspaper lousiness has fallen

so out of favor with many publishers-that the Research Institutf the American

Newspaper Publishers Association recently featured an article in its bullentin

entitled, "How Single-Copy Sales Can Increase Circulation."37

The atlility of the editorial and circulation departments to meet the

spontaneous demand created by the "what-a-story" situation and some developing

news may be even more critical, to both the newspaper and its audience. Under

such conditions, demand for information may drive the would-be reader to use

competing media if the newspaper fails to deliver the message, through problems

in either the editorial or Firculation departments. Credibility of the news-

paper could be expected to suffer under such circumstances, especially if another

.print medium manages to deliver the messages adequately. The ability of broad-

cast media to deliver such messages almost immediately imposes a special urgency

on the work of print media under such circumstances; forcin9 them to tell the

story quickly, more completely and to keep probing for explanatory information.

The.strong editortal product-circulatiOn linkage implied in Table 3 does

not coincide with the conventional view of newspaper economics. Hirsch, for

example, comment that:

33
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Whereas the goal of business enterprises is usually pitofits, news

media owners and publishers often are quoted,and described as pursuin§

other values as well, e.g.; personal prestige and influence. SearchiTig

for "norms of i.ationality," the organizational analyst refuses to rule

out the balance sheet as a prime motive in frequent publishers' decisions

to forego Nuality" journalism and investigative reporting. , Circulation

studies repeatedly show theses do not affect sales.s8
r-

And Ungar concludes a book-length narrative on the efforts by the: New YorOimes,

Washington Post, Boston Globe,-Chicabo Sun-Times and other leading newspapers to

publish articles based on the Pentagon Pipers by toting up the legal expenses

they incurred and adding:

Contrary to the popular belief, the newspapers gained very little of-a

Material nature in return for the costs. The differences in circulation

were insignificant. As Chicago Sun-Times editor James Hoge puts itt'

1Most people don't really understand about circulation at all. When;the

President announced his trip to China, I think we Sold an extra 13,000

papers, and when Cassius Clay fought his last fight, which was against

some unknown,'we sold an extra 35,000 papers." What the newspapers did

gain was a new knowledge of and faith in the First Amendment as a fUnda-

_,-- \mental priKiple of freedom that sets the United States apart from other

countries."

To imply that "gold" journalism is not "good" business merely because circu-

lation does not increase dramatically as a result underestimates the complexity

of contemporary newspapering. Daily circulation in American cities of 100,000 and

. up declined during the decade from 1965 to 1975, with the skrpest decreases in

cities with populations of one million or more (average decline in these cities

was 14.4 percent).40 For major city newspapers such as those involved In reporting

about the Pentagon apers, a slight increase during this period represented a

very positive "bottom line."

But, as a portion of revenue, circulation is a minor item. Its importance

to the enterprise in money terms stems from its relationship to advertising.

Udell estimates that 65 to 70 percent of all newspaper revenue comes from adver-

41
tising.

Although it would take a major study to establish whether there is a causal

link between exception0 journalistic enterprise and advertising revenues, the



steep decline in New York Times advertising linage did slow and then linage

actually increased slightly in the wake of its Pulitzer Prize-winning coverage

of the Pentagon Papers.42 There was an even more dramatic change in the ad

linage of the Washington Post following its Watergate coverage. Again, there

is no direct evidence that investigative reporting helped advertising sales, and

the ssue is complicated by the merger of the paper's two rivals, the Washington

Star a'nd Washington News in June 1972. It is impossible to say how much the

narrowing of competition influenced the 2 per cent increase in the Post circula-

tion between September 1971 and September 1974 and the 17 percent jump in linage

43
between May 1972 and May 1974.,

//

The clearest link between editorial conteni and advertising, however, is

in reader demog aphics. Advertisers increasingly want to know who reads the

newspaper, how muc they earn, how much education they have, where they shop.

For example, J.C. Penney executives have begun to insist that newspapers provide

them not only the demo raphics of f.eadership but information on circulation by

zip code so they can be matched with figures on Penney charge custoMers by

geographic area, to insure the company is reaching its target audience.44 An

analysis of the Rupert Murdoch entries in the U.S. market claimed that media

buyers.were unhappy with his New York Post format, heavy on crfme, scandal and

gossip, because it drove away 'Upscale" readers, those at the upper end of the

demographic scales in terms of income and education, relacing theM with readers

with less disposable income.45 Although it may be hard to equate any single

editorial effort (even a protracted editorial effort such as the Pentagon Papers

or the investigative reportirig on Watergate) with advertising revenues; the kinds ,

and quality of editorial content do seem to play 0 role in determining the audience

delivered to advertisers. As Udell comments, "A newspaper's editorial content

affects not only the kind and amount of readership it attracts, but also the

046

kind and amount of advertising it will carry.

35
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While financial considerations may not have motivated etthe publica-

tion of the Pentagon Papers or the investigative effort on Watergatk, in the

long run the publishers of those newspapers can liaAly be accused of poor busi-

ness judgment. 'The exceptional journalistic efforts of their editorial depart-

ments, in fact, Eir been repackaged, and sold as supplemental news erviOs to

other newspapers across the country, permitting them to recoup some of the costs

associated with Maintaining the supervisory and reporting staff to-engage in

such enterprise.47

But the relationship between quality of journalistic effort and quality

of audience delivered to advertisers is as applicable to a small city daily

operating without significant print competition as it is to the so-called

"elite" press. If would-be readers can "get along" with local and network

broadcasts, spiced by interpersonal gossip, they are more likely to "get along"

4

without a local newspaper that treats news as merely "material to sandwich

between money-producing ads.
.48 The systems mo'del of newspaper functioning

is predicated/on the principle that it is "go4 business to do a "good" job

of providing information in terms of the definition of news offered earlier:

information that can be gleaned from surveillance of the relevant environment,

based on rigorous examination of What's happening "out there," why it's happening

and.how it affects individuals, organizations and theirenvironment, physically,

social.ly and psychologically.

Conclusion

For some newspapers, application of the model offered here and the defini-

lion of news m2y be prescriptive rather than descriptive,sa delineation of,what

"ought to be" rather than'what "is."49 If sO, it may Come closer to directing

attention to remedies than the critical descriptions of news and news work

of4red by some reient researchers: News indeed mar serVe to legitimize the

"status, quo," serxing as "in-ally of legitimated institutions,"by providing a
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public forum more readily to those in'power than to average members of media

audiences.
50 It may also be that-liews'is awarded "hence by some newsPapers

in a way that serves to maintainllarmonyamong the editorS of metrbpolitan,

'national and international desks.51 News workers mayeVen subvert the nes-

audience-advertiser linkage by focusing, for example, on the affluent suburbs'

that advertisers want to readh while ignoring the news potential of the inner

city:52 But the problem with_such critiques is that they do not offer a

standard that newspapers can adopt as a goal in striving for greater effective-

ness, both as social institutions and as business firms.

By 'the gathering, processing and distribution of news, newspapers can

facilitate aajustments in the social, political and economic order without ,

destroying order itself. A Constitution that places ultimate power in the

hands of the people and guarantees freedoms of speech and the press certainly

Oas not intended either to enshrine the existing power structure or,to promote
,

re-Volution 'as the chief mechanism for change. It provided for orderly adjust-

ments, for evolutionary change, and newspapers have functioned and can function

),

as part of the sys em for adjusting institutions to meet the changing needs

and desires of a f

6

e people.
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